HLW45
IP55 HEATER OUTDOOR

We are pleased to announce an addition to our award winning range of outdoor heaters. This
4.5KW short wave infrared heater has been developed to meet the requirements of today’s
needs for outdoor heating. The heater is weatherproof and is suitable to be used outdoors in
any application; it is perfectly safe to be used in the rain and continues to work even when
subject to intense water jets.
The heater uses a patented quartz gold coated lamp to deliver high energy instant heat.
Unlike other outdoor products this heater has very low glare and users feel warm and
comfortable from switch – on.
The heater has a very good heat “footprint”- see over, whilst retaining compact dimensions to
give opportunity for many different applications.
The heater combines a robust character with excellent design, making the product ideal for
both commercial and domestic applications. For safety the heater is fitted with attractive
stainless finger guards for increased heat output compared with glass fronted models. The
lamps are replaceable.
The heater can be controlled with dimmers, timers or PIR’s. Please ask for details.
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Why should I choose a Victory
Infrared Heater?
Safe…No worries about pressurized gas or storing
cylinders and unlike gas no annual servicing.

Silent…It’s electric!
Clean…No smells and virtually maintenance-free
Compact…Clean and easy to store
Effective…Infrared warms instantly, giving a feeling of
comfort from the moment it’s switched on.

Efficient…Infrared warms the surfaces that it meets
not the air – unaffected by draughts.

Economical…Low running costs – calculated at just
12p pence per KW hour. Approximately one third the
cost of gas heating.

Experience…We have been manufacturing Infrared
lamps for over 25 years.
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Technical Specification
Model No: - HLW45
Protection: - IP55
Power Supply: - 220-240v 4500w
Weight: - 6.4Kg
Size: - L 1440mm x H 125mm x D 125mm
(Not including wall bracket)
Lamp Life: - 5,000 Hours
Supplied with 3 metres mains cable
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